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SELF-IMPOSED 

HANDICAP 

The Idiotic lmpossibilty of being a Jew

fighter and a Christian at the same 

Time. 

By Ben Klassen, P. M. 

Have you ever seen a championship boxer trying for the 

world title go into the ring with one hand tied behind his back? 

Would Jack Dempsey voluntarily have done so? Max Schmel

ing? Jack Sharkey? No, not even Joe Louis, a dumb mulat

to, was ever that stupid. 

Have you ever seen a 100 meter sprinter enter the Olym
pic contests voluntarily strapping a 100 pound bag of flour 

on his back while trying to break new world records? No, I 

never have, and neither have you. No sprinter is that dumb, 

and if he were you can be sure he would be a sorry loser. 
Have you ever seen a race car driver enter the Indy 500 

with a voluntary, self-imposed brake lock on his wheels? 
Have you ever seen a championship tennis player vie for 

the U. S. Open, or the Wimbledon crown, voluntarily cut a 

big hole in the face of his racquet? Can you imagine Jimmy 

Conners, or Chris Evert, or John McEnroe doing such a stupid 
thing just before the finals? 

No, no champion would even consider such an idiotic self

imposed handicap. They did not become winners or cham

pions by throwing obvious self-imposed roadblocks in their 

path to success. 

As we can see from the foregoing, no winner is so dumb as 

to even consider such idiotic self-imposed handicaps. If they 

had such inclinations they would have been relegated to the 

position of small-time losers far down the line and never come 

near the winner's circle. 
You would think such self-imposed idiocy would be hard 

to find anywhere, especially in a contest where the stakes are 

extremely high, namely, a matter of life or death, a matter 

of survival of extinction. 
Well, there are such individuals, believe it or not. In fact, 

there is not only a group of such people, but a large number 
of such groups, of such people. Strangely, most of them are 

White people. 
Before we go into identifying such groups and why they do 
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NATURE 
IS MY GOD 

By Libra 

When you reach your seventies, 
you are usually so set in your ways, 
nothing will ever change you. 
Possibly you have been brainwash
ed since early childhood and you 
have gone through life believing all 
tenets are wrong except those 
you've been taught. 

If  you were a Christian Scientist 
you'd allow your own children or 
parents to die, rather than call for 
medical help, even though the 
founder of the Church, Mary Baker 
Eddy, often sought medical help. 
Her fol lowers didn't know this, or 
about her unsavory personal life. 
If you were of a particular Protes
tant faith,  not only were all other 
Protestants wrong, but those of any 
other religion. 

If you were a Catholic you were 
probably the worst of the lot. You 
were forced to confess sins to a man 
(?)  in a black robe, hidden by a 

black curtain, who promptly told 
you to repent, sin no more and say 
100 rosaries. He may well have 
been a drunk, an addict, or a sex
ual pervert, which may have been 
the primary reason he became a 
priest in the first place. The same 
could hold true for nuns, thoug 
there are many fine, devout men 
and women in the church wh 
serve humanity, just as there are i 
other churches. 

I was formerly affiliated with all 
three churches. No more! 

Then there are the Jews, who in
vented Christianity. They also in
vented Jesus Christ and the virgin, 
Mary. That is when they latched o 
to a scheme with which they took 
charge of the world. They became 
bloodsuckers of every nation and 

race around the globe. Their blood 
lines even seeping down to the 
famous Chinese banking family
the Soongs. (see "The Yellow 
Peril, "-Revilo P. Oliver, Liberty 
Bell Publications, Box 2 1, Reedy, 
Pa. 25270) "One Soong sister mar
ried D r .  Sun Vat-Sen,  whi le  
another married Chiang Kai-shek." 

(Continued on Page 4) ----------------

How to Steal Wheelbarrows 
and Other Valuables 

There is a story about a man who 
worked in a large factory who clevis· 
ed an ingenious plan of stealing pro
perty from the company he worked 
for. Each day when his shift was over 
and he checked out the gate past the 
p lant  guard he would push a 
wheelbarrow with a canvas tarp over 
it. The guard was suspicious that he 
was stealing something and each time 
the guard would lift the tarp to check 
if there were some hidden items under 
it. But there never was anything in the 
wheelbarrow. 

This went on for about a month and 
the guard became more exasperated 
as time went on. Finally in despera
tion he said to the man with the 
wheelbarrow : "Look, I know you are 
stealing something . If you will tell me 
what, I'll forgive your previous thefts. 

Now, what is it you have been 
stealing?" 
The man replied, "Wheelbarrows." 

In a similar con game the White 
Race is being robbed of its most 

valuable treasure - its racial genes. 
The White Man knows he is bei g 
robbed, but he is so confused and 
befuddled he is not clear of what he 
is being robbed, nor by exactly whom. 
So he is busily engaged defending the 

frivolous from unknown thieves. While 
his most precious treasure is being 
looted and demolished, he is looking 
in the wrong direction . He is looking 
under the tarp, but he is not seeing the 
wheelbarrow. 

This same sleight-of-hand trick has 
been employed by so-called magicians 
for generations. The trick is to wave 
a red handkerchief with one hand in 
order to attract attention while the 
other hand is busily engaged in 
manipulati ng something else, but 
goes by unnoticed. 

In order to expose the heinous 
tragedy that is overwhelming the 
White Race let us start by first of all 
identifying the culprit, and that culprit 

(Continued on Page 4) 
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what they do, let us reiterate a few basic truths derived from 

the Eternal Laws of Nature. In this respect it would be pro

ductive to again review the 24 points listed at the end of 

Chapter I in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION. 

Point No. 22 says, "Eternal struggle is the price of survival." 
This being so, let us add to this an obvious corollary, 

namely: 
In the fight for survival, the winner takes all. There is no 

second prize. 

As I have demonstrated in the first chapter of NER, nature 

equips each species with certain weapons and defenses and 
throws the species, or the individual, into the arena to strug
gle for its survival. Being adequately equipped, Nature then 
tells each species they are on their own as to how effectively 

they use, abuse, or ignore, what advantages they have. 
Nature is completely indifferent as to who survives or which 
species bites the dust. It is an open contest, a ruthless strug

gle, no holds barred. Tigers have claws, sharp teeth and are 

powerful. Rattlesnakes have poisonous fangs. Rabbits have 

speed of locomotion and a high multiplication factor. Rats 

are tough, adaptable, and they, too, have a high reproduc
tive capacity. 

The tools, weapons and defensive mechanisms Nature has 

handed out to its millions of species are manifold and varied. 

The big point is that anything goes, deceit, cunning, trickery, 
power, flight, reproductive capacity, poisonous venom, or 
whatever. Nature does not ask what means did you use? It 
only has one bottom line: Can you survive in the ongoing 
struggle? If not, that species is ruthlessly punished with the 
ultimate penalty: EXTINCTION. It is relegated to the scrap 

heap of biological history. 

As I have pointed out in Chapter 1, practically every species 
has its natural enemy, and some are burdened with several 

natural enemies. In the latter category, for instance, is the 

poor rabbit who has hawks, eagles, coyote, foxes, wolves and 

a number of other predators on its tail. But nevertheless it 
survives, .because it uses its own natural defenses to its best 

advantage. Even a dumb bunny is not so dumb as to inflict 

a self-imposed handicap is its struggle for survival. 

As I have also pointed out throughout both NATURE'S 

ETERNAL RELIGION and the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, that 

in getting closer to home, the White Race has its natural 
enemies, altho few are aware of it. The natural enemies of 
the White Race are the mud races of the world in general. 
Of these, there is one above all others that is far more 

treacherous and dangerous than all the rest put together. That 
implacable enemy of the White Race is the International Jew 

and the main forte, the supreme weapon of the Jews, is cun� 
ning and deceit. They have used these weapons well and as 

a result the Jewish race is the oldest surviving entity among 
all the races of the world today. They not only have surviv

ed, but they now have the overwhelming majority of the 

human race, including (and especially) the White Race by the 

throat, pressing on its jugular vein at will, and in a position 
to commit genocide on any segment of the human race they 

so choose. 

Not only has the Jewish menace survived over the 
thousands of years but has immensely sharpened its weapons 

of cunning and deceit. 
One of the most treacherous and effective weapons they 

have developed in overcoming enemies (all people are their 

enemies) is mind manipulation. By manipulating the mind 
of its enemies that are naturally more numerous and power
ful than themselves is to manipulate the minds of such peo
ple in a way where they will collaborate voluntarily in their 

own destruction. Simply stated, it is to effectively persuade 
their enemies to voluntarily be losers by voluntarily impos-

ing needless, idiotic handicaps so that there is no way to win. 

The procedure is as idiotic and fantastic as asking Jack Demp
sey to fight Jess Willard with one hand tied behind his back, 

or asking John McEnroe to cut a hole in his tennis racquet 

while battling Jimmy Conners for the Wimbledon crown. 

Utterly fantastic isn't it? But they have done it successful

ly, effectively, to millions of our White Racial Comrades and 

their most effective weapon has been Christianity, a Jewish 

invention from the word, go! 
It is a well known axiom of military strategy that one of the 

most effective ploys is to confuse the hell out of the enemy 

so that they become their own worst enemy and destroy 

themselves. 

In this treatise we want to examine how the Jews realized 

the effectiveness of this strategem early in its history and lat

ched on to it with a vengence. We want to explore further how 

they used Jewish Christianity to efffectively neutralize the 

White Race into non-resistance, then actively turn such vic

tims into partisan destroyers of their own kind. This Jewish
Christian perversion not only violates all the laws Nature has 
laid down for the survival of a species, any species, but ac
tually turns such law upside down and manipulates the vic
tim, (the White Race) to help its enemies (the Jew) destroy 

it (the victim). 
How would you go about persuading Jack Dempsey to tie 

his mighty right hand behind his back in a crucial champion

ship bout? How would you persuade John McEnroe to cut a 

hole in his racquet in the finals at Wimbledon? How would 

you persuade a 100 meter sprinter to tie a 100 pound sack 
of flour on his back in the main event? 

I don't know how you could induce any of the above to do 

such stupid things and have never heard of them being done. 

But I can tell you how the Jew has manipulated the minds 

of our White Racial Comrades to commit even more heinous 

crimes against their own race and help destroy themselves. 

How do the Jews use Christianity to accomplish such an 
astounding feat? The steps are simple and well enough record
ed in history for anyone with eyes to see and a functioning 

mind to understand. The story goes far back into ancient 

history. It essentially revolves around the issue of religion. 
The following is not theory, but a step-by-step account of 

how the Jews have accomplished their amazing feat. 

1. They started out several thousand years ago with a racial 
religion. The crux of that religion was: What is good for the 

Jews is the highest virtue. What is bad for the Jews is the 

ultimate sin. 

The fact that they then concocted a ficticious history around 
the mythical characters of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is in

cidental, but it is interesting to note that their "heroes" are 

the basest of all characters, deceitful and cunning. The fact 

that they are also whore-mongrers, liars, murderers and 
thieves adds to the depravity of their story. 

2. They then built up a whole superstructure of fictitious 
concepts as a base for their religion. Some of the 

basic fictitious concepts had much to do with superstition and 

the "spooks in the sky" approach. Some of these fictitious 

concepts were heaven and hell, god and the devil, angels, 

demons, magic, and in general, far fetched lies and tall 
stories. 

3. Around these sleazy and deceitful concepts they built up 
the racial solidarity of their own bloodthirsty tribe, the basis 
of which was RACIAL LOYALTY. 

4. Around the first century A. D. the tribe was, nevertheless, 
falling apart, and disintegrating into decay. The Romans and 

the Roman Empire, of which the Jews in Palestine were an 

insignificant part, ruled the world and threatened to wipe 

Judaism off the face of the earth. 

5. It was then that Saul of Tarsus conceived the brilliant 

(Continued on Page 3) 
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idea of feeding the suicidal religion of the Essenes to the 
Romans. It emerged as Christianity, and what followed was 

the most catastrophic series of episodes in the history of 

civilization. The Jews succeeded in perverting the Roman 

mind (and that of all the White Race) and turning it into those 

paths by which they would willfully collaborate in destroying 
themselves. 

Jewish Christianity triumphed. The Jewish strategem of 

war was successful beyond their fondest dreams. A thousand 

years of the Dark Ages followed. The destruction of the White 

Race was on its way. (Read again Creative Credo No. 43, 
in the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, "Confessions of a Jew - the 

Devastating Ramifications of Paul of Tarsus and Christiani

ty in Destroying Roman Civilization"). 

To those apologists for Christianity who will still defend this 

Jewish mind scrambler as a "blessing to mankind", "the true 

word of God", and other fictitious concepts, we will spell it 
out point-by-point as to how Christianity programs a normal 

healthy mind to destroy itself and the race of which they are 
a part. 

1. CHRISTIANITY IS A DEMEANING, SELF
DESTRUCTIVE SLAVE PHILOSOPHY. 

It is no coincidence that Christianity first took root among 

the renegade Jews, the slaves, the mix-breeds and the riff

raff of Rome. Like a sedative or a drug it was designed to ap

peal to the weak, the desperate and the incompetent as a 

c
.
rutch and an escape mechanism. In so doing, it first demands 

the acknowledgement of the worthlessness of its members, 

to debase and demean themselves, to break their spirit and 

bow before a vengeful, sadistic monster, namely an unseen, 

unheard, unfelt and unsmelt spook in the sky. In short, to pay 

humble obeisance to a fictitious concept. 

In the New Testament a fictitious Christ keeps pounding 

away how all people are worthless sinners, how we are all 

guilty, how we are born in sin. He keeps hammering away 

that there is nothing we can do about a hopeless situation 

except repent, ask for forgiveness and hope and pray for mercy 

from a relentless master. This is a no-win slave philosophy 

carried to its ultimate degenerate conclusion. 

2. IN CONTRAST, CHRISTIANITY SELLS THE IDEA 
TO THE GENTILES (MOSTLY WHITES) THAT THE 
JEWS ARE GREAT, A SPECIAL PEOPLE, THAT THEY 
ARE GOD'S CHOSEN. 

The Old Testament extols the virtues of these miserable 

reprobates in chapter after chapter, page after page, despite 

all the vulgar and pornographic episodes these pimps, 
whores, thieves, panderers and criminals engage in. "I will 
bless them that bless thee and curse them that curse thee", 
quoth the ficticious Jewish Jahweh and millions of gullible 

Goyim swallow this impossible tripe. 

How any White man or woman in their right mind can 

swallow such garbage is beyond me. How in the hell these 

same people can voluntarily go to church on Sunday to have 

their brains manipulated to love the Jew and then be expected 

to go out and fight Jewry and its vicious network the rest of 

the week is one of the impossibilities I mentioned in the 
heading of the chapter. In short, a Christian has been pro
grammed to be a Jew lover and can hardly be expected to 
be worth his salt in combating this world-wide pestilence. 

3. CHRISTIANITY TEACHES ITS FOLLOWERS TO 
LOVE THEIR ENEMIES, TO HATE THEIR OWN KIND. 

This is one of the most destructive and idiotic of all its 

teachings. In the"Sermon on the Mount"a ficticious Christ 

extols the virtue of "love your enemies, bless them that curse 

you and do good to them that hate you", etc. (Matt 5:44) So 

much for the suicidal piece of advice. 
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But he goes on to offer just the opposite kind of treatment 

to your own kind. In Luke 14:26 he purportedly says, "If any 

man come to me and hate not his father, and mother and 

wife, and children, and brethren, and sister, yea, and his own 

life also he cannot be my disciple". 

There you have it. The sickest piece of advice ever compil
ed in writing. Love your enemies, hate those near and dear 
to you. And for this kind of lunatic garbage respectable White 

people will go to church every Sunday and ante into the col
lection plate? 

Wake up, White Racial Comrade! This is a sick, sick, sick 

Jewish booby-trap. In contrast, CREATIVITY teaches just the 

opposite - to love your own kind, to practice racial loyalty 

and to hate and destroy your enemies. That makes one hell 

of a lot more sense than the Jewish clap-trap offered to the 

Christians - bad advice the Jews themselves wouldn't touch 

with a ten foot pole. 
4. CHRISTIANITY IS HIGHLY DIVISIVE AND 

CONTRADICTORY. 
It has been said that with the Christian (Jewish) bible you 

can play any tune you choose just as you can on a piano. On 

the latter, by choosing the keys you can play an endless varie

ty of tunes. With the bible and its multitude of contradictions 
you can support or denounce any idea or any argument you 

choose, depending on the verse and chapter you choose. 

As a result of this multitude of contradictions it leaves the 
individual "believer" in perpetual conflict. Any "believer" who 
wants to "do the right thing" is perpetually in doubt, torn bet
ween conflicting admonitions, impossible demands and con

tinued feelings of guilt. In short, as we said at the beginning, 
confused as hell, a condition inflicted upon enemies you would 

want to destroy. 

This situation of confusion is not only limited to the in

dividual but extends to groups, denominations, countries and 

nations. Perpetual conflict, perpetual divisiveness, relentless 

confusion. 

"I came not to bring peace, but the sword" quoth the (fic
ticious) lord. 

No wonder the White Race is in a perpetual daze, in a unen

ding no-win situation. 

5. CHRISTIANITY MAKES IMPOSSIBLE DEMANDS 
AND LEADS TO FRUSTRATION AND MENTAL 
BREAKDOWN. 

Would you seriously consider playing a "flip-the-coin" game 

for real money if your opponent imposed such impossible rules 
as "Heads I win - tails you lose"? Well, you would be pretty 
silly to engage in such a no-win game for real stakes and even 

more so if the stakes were high enough to entail the entire 
future direction of your life. 

Yet, Christians voluntarily (and stupidly) enmesh 

themselves in just such a no-win situation. 

One example out of hundreds: We are continuously 

brow beaten to try to become more God-like. When God didn't 

like Jacob's sons, he arbitrarily slew them. When he didn't 

like mankind as a whole (which he himself had designed and 
created) he drowned them all like a pack of rats in the (fic

ticious) Great Flood. Now, if WE were to slay someone WE 

didn't like, WE would be accused of a most heinous crime, 
murder. WE would be executed for our crime, and according 
to the "Word of God", would burn, burn, burn forever. A no
win situation if there ever was one, don't you think? 

For more of the same, see Chapter 15, Book 1, of 
NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, "Getting to Heaven: Pro

ject Impossible; or Everybody is going to Hell. " 

When people are continuously threatened with a no-win 

situation it produces despair, depression, frustration, 

schizophrenia and in severe cases, mental breakdown. The 

(Continued on Page 4) 
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is the master of deceit, that master 
sneak of all time, the international 
Jew, or more broadly the worldwide 
Jewish network. It is this Jewish net
work that Is not only robbing the 
White Man blind, but destroying him, 
mongrelizing him, and enslaving the 
mongrelized offspring for all eternity. 
At least that is the objective, and it is 
going forward at an ever increasing 
tempo . 

The Jew has many treacherous 
tools with which to do the job. He is 
waving many red handkerchiefs and 
the White Man's eye is not on the 
scene of the crime. The White Man is 
very much confused and distracted . 

The distractions are many and 
come from various directions. Some 
of these are: Christianity, booze, 
drugs, the "world situation", (especial
ly Israel!)  and a thousand different 
pieces of bad news with which the 
White Man Is bombarded daily . 

The White Man realizes he is being 
taxed to death, being robbed of his 
money and his property . All this is bad 
enough.  But while he m uddles 
through all this morass of confusion, 
trying to earn a living, trying to keep 
his head above water, he never seems 
to realize the main issue, the real 
tragedy the GRAND THEFT that is 
being committed, and of which he is 
the central target . 

The White Man is viciously, effec
tively, being robbed of his most 
precious treasure - his divine seed -
his genes. 

The White Race is on a downhill 
slide to extinction.  It is headed for 
oblivion. ·Mass genocide is being 
perpetrated upon Nature's Finest. The 
Jew is successfully and effectively 
murdering the White Race, but the 
White Race Is looking elsewhere. It is 
looking under the tarp, but still can't 
see the wheelbarrow. 

I said earlier that the Jew had many 
tools with which to do the job, and 

WHY ARE YOU 

WHAT YOU ARE? 

By Gen. R. Never 

There is not a person alive of 
average common sense and curiosity 
who has not wondered about himself 
in relation to others and why is he 
what he Is instead of being like so
meone else? What makes us what we 
are? Can we change what we are? 
What can we expect of ourself. and 
can we Improve our lot? 

The first thing we m ust understand 
is that we are a mem ber of a Race 
and we inherit our Race's genetic 
heritage, heritage and culture. And, 
that Racial heritage, and its heritage 
and culture, are the most important 
things to each individual person 
because these things determine the 
basic foundation of our lives, mean
ing - our physical selves, our 

was waving many red handkerchiefs 
to distract our attention.  

The biggest mind boggier that he 
used most effectively and over the 
longest period of time is Jewish Chris
tianity. The Jew invented it, the Jew 
promoted It, and the White Romans 
first swallowed this Jewish poison.  
The White Man has over the centuries 
accepted it as "his own" and while he 
is busily saving "souls" in India, 
Africa, the South Sea islands and 
every other part of the world, the mud 
races of the world are hungrily 
flooding into his homeland, polluting 
it, desecrating it and pulling the White 
Man's society down into the mire. The 
White Man is not lifting a finger to pro
tect either his territory nor his racial 
heritage, nor his gene pool. 

We of the CHURCH OF THE 
CREATOR say this: Unless and until 
Jewish Christianity is demolished and 
replaced by a racial religion that is 
dedicated to the survival, expansion 
and advancement of the White Race 
itself, we will never solve any of the 
multitude of problems with which 
the world, and the White Race in par
ticular, is beset. 

The CHURCH OF THE CREATOR 
takes the lead in solvi ng this  
monumental problem.  The first step, 
as I have said a thousand times 
before, is to straighten out the White 
Man's thinking, and direct his atten
tion to building a massive White racial 
movement that will act as a huge bat
tering ram to demolish the Jewish 
monster. CREATIVITY is the answer. 
We must build, build, build, until we 

have a massive worldwide ground 
swell which neither the Jews nor the 
multitude of mud races can resist . 
CREATIVITY has the blueprint, the 
format, the core around which the 
White Race must polarize. Help build 
and help save our most precious 
treasure for our future progeny . Help 
build a Whiter and Bri�hter World! 

@J 
---, __ ----= 

capabilities, our mental characters, 
and our environment and societies -
meaning - societal life, family life, 
lifestyle and work, and these things 
shape our destiny. 

The next thing we must understand 
is that we as individuals also inherit 
family heritages such as physical 
features,  m ental abi l i t ies  and 
character traits. Our parents are the 
determiners of each of us. Their Race 
determines our Race. Their selection 
of mates determines our Race and 
Racial genetic heritage, heritage and 
culture, and our potential abilities and 
capabilities. Their environment is our 
environment during our development 
to maturity. This environment they 
give us determines what part of our 
potential that they gave us is 
developed, how much of it  is 
developed, a n d  t h e  way it  is  
developed, etc . As I said, our parents 
are our determiners . But we should 
always remember that it is our parents 

NATURE 

(Continued from Page 1) 

However, something so astoun
ding happened to this writer earlier 
on, it's difficult to describe. A friend 
sent me two books, "NATURE'S 
ETERNAL RELIGION" and "THE 
WHITE MAN'S BIBLE", with a 
note saying, "I don't know why Ben 
Klassen hasn't been murdered". 
After reading and re-reading both 
books, I, too, wondered. I also 
knew and know, that NATURE'S 
ETERNAL RELIGION will always 
protect Ben Klassen, just as it will 
the rest of us. We, the White Race, 
are the most glorious and brilliant 
to inhabit any galaxy. And let none 
dare call us  atheists! (see 

September issue of R. L., "We are 

not atheists")We are nature's most 
perfect creations, second only to a 
wild rose. 

Don't let us die out! You younger 
people must procreate and bring 
forth into a dwindling White world 
all of the glory and wonder a higher 
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power, whom I choose to call 
Nature's God, has given us. 

M a ny years ago Eleanor 
Roosevelt, (wife of  a treasonous 
United States president, Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt), who had a 
black lover, said "Sooner than you 
think, the United States will be a 
tan colored country." How 
repugnant to turn Nature's Finest 
into a brown colored mulatto 
mongrel! 

Let the White Race turn into 
breeders, as the mud races did in 
the 30's, 40's and 50's in our coun
try. Look in other places . Look in
to the blood lines of English royal
ty, at the perverts sitting on their 
U. N. thrones of power, the Israeli 
government. Look at any country in 
the world! 

The mud races are on the march 
and they're taking over so quickly 
it should scare hell out of you! Let 
us turn to the second of Creativity's 
16 Commandments which says, "Be 
fruitful. etc . . . .  " 

CREATIVITY is the answer! @J 

number of Christians that have been driven to insanity by the 

fear of hell has never been recorded, but undoubtedly runs 

into the millions. 
The list is endless of how Christianity cripples the mind and 

reduces its subjects to self-destructive, self-incriminating vic

tims, standing naked and defenseless before the rapacious 

Jew, who wrote the script, but will have none of that nonsense 

himself. 

I suggest you read again the Mission Impossible chapter 
in NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, mentioned previously, 

as well as Creative Credos Numbers, 45 to 57 in the WHITE 

MAN'S BIBLE, the latter namely Number 57, appropriately 
rounding it off with the heading, "Why we indict Christianity 
so strongly. " 

How much better to have a salubrious, optimistic attitude 
towards life such as Creativity offers. How much better to have 

done with the fear of hell, fear of the Jew and fear of the fic

ticious spook in the sky! How much better to follow a creed 

that is rooted in reality and the Eternal Laws of Nature. 
Come White Racial Comrade, and join with us in building 

the Creativity movement and with it a Whiter and Brighter 

World. -
@ 
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Racial genetic heritages, heritage and 
culture that developed and permitted 
the development of the fam ily 
heritages, each individuals being and 
their environment and society. 

C o m mon sense dictates that  
because parents ARE the determiners 
of their children's Race and their 
childrens beings and potential destiny, 
then these all important truths and 
facts should be taught our children by 
their parents, and their societies 
education systems, so that they will 
be Racists and prepare themselves to 
make the best selection of mates 
possible and develop as much of their 
endowed potential as possible, and be 
good viable citizens and Racists . 

To the question--what is our in
dividual relationship to others in our 
society? We now know from the 

sciences of genetics and history that 
all people of the same Race are Kin.  
The people of a Race each inherit 
their Races genetic heritage, heritage 
and culture, and that nationalities of 
a Race all have the same basic Racial 
genetic heritages and cultures . But, 
specialized environments developed 
societal differences and specialized 
genetic variances in the bodies of and 
physical abilities, in the minds and 
mental abilities, and in the character 
traits. These different nationalities and 
their cultures of one Race can be in
termixed and still maintain their 
Racial genetic heritages even though 
the societal and cultural heritages 
c h a n g e d .  Such interm ixed n a 
tionalities f o r m  vigorous h ardy 

(Continued on Page 9) 



BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS 
Dear Pontifex: 

Enclosed is a donation for the 
Cause. And regarding your request for 
opinions about starting a "Cupid's 
Corner"in RACIAL LOYALTY, I think 
it is a very good idea. It  can't do any 
harm, and may eventually do a lot of 
good. A female entertainer, a negress, 
once said, in speaking of her race, 
"Our secret weapon is babies, babies, 
and more babies ."lf we can't counter 
this, we are done for. 

Dear Mr. Klassen: 

Best regards, 

Allan Callahan 

Montana 

I greatly appreciate the issues of 
RACIAL LOYALTY you have been 
sending me. 

I was very sorry that I could not find 
the time to write an article for your 
first issue, although I tried. I am still 
far behind in work that I have 
specifically promised. 

The article on the Mexican War 
(which I have long described as the 
only indubitably justified war in our 
history) is admirable and I wish par
ticularly to congratulate the author. 
And you are quite right: it is a conti
nuing war and one which we are cur
rently losing as the mongrels pour 
across the Rio Grande and make no 
secret of their intention eventually to 
retake the Southwest that we won 
from them when we were still a 
nation. 

It is a sad commentary on what has 
happened to Texas (my native state) 
and the nation that a fortnight or so 
ago a friend of mine had a long con
versation with a prosperous attorney 
from Houston who was visiting friends 
here. When my friend asked the Tex
an why he,  who seemed to have 
political ambitions, did not make an 
issue of the hordes of vermin coming 
across the Rio Grande, the attorney, 
shocked, replied, "Oh , I couldn't do 
that! Some of my best clients and 
friends are making millions out of 
them." 

With all the best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

Revilo P. Oliver 
Ohio 

Dear Nature's Finest, 

I've admired your words of wit found 
in N .E .R . ,  W . M . B .  & S .L. , and also 
in RACIAL LOYALTY; of which, I am 
distributing all available copies . 
Evidently at conception, your genetic 
code has paralleled that of a bar
barian. I certainly hope so as words 
are of no longer any use; the time is 
long past due for action . . . .  

There appear to be many of your 
readers who have not realized that the 
Jewish Holy Bible is nothing more 
than a Field Training Manual to teach 
the Whites how to stand still while the 
Jews screw them to the wall. 

Since the last Jewish Harvest, Viet-

nam, in which I reluctantly par
t ic ipated ( d rafte d ) ,  a n d  for  
after ,(which I spent fifteen years of my 
life fighting the bottle and apparently 
that inner voice of necessity denying 
my own heredity) ;  I've finally come to 
the conclusion that I too am a bar
barian and quite proud to be willing 
to change reality with the knowledge 
found in my blood plasma. 

To those suffering from Spiritual 
Syphilis (Christianity) I would like to 
cleanse the air with a few thoughts I 
have found particularly difficult, in 
fact, impossible, to have printed in 
any form of Jewish communication, 
as those suffering from Tay Sachs 
control them all. 

I feel it is the crime of the Jewish 
Christian Church against life not on
ly that it promises a life it does not and 
cannot give, but that it takes away 
from men the real life they did have, 
and which might have gone to no one 
knows how far. The church has taken 
away his struggle, without which 
there is no growth, no fulfillment. The 
fantasy of Jesus's teachings were so 
set on the fruits (offspring) that he 
forgot the roots (blood lines); and in 
the end the roots decide. Jesus's 
neglect of every sort of physical 
relatedness has left the soil quite unat
tended against the invasion of the 
rank weed of the doctrine of human 
equality, as soon as a shift in the 
winds begin to carry the seed of it in
to lands taken over by Christianity. 
Say what one will, there is all too 
much in the gospels that can be used 
to justify the overthrow of the institu
tions of private property and even that 
of the family - both of which, were 
listed for destruction in the original 
Bolshevist program. 

Nietzsche condemned Christianity 
because it diverted attention from ,  
and poisoned belief in,  a strong and 
beautiful life here and now on earth ,  
but above all h e  condemned i t  a s  a 
gospel by which the weak shall inherit 
the earth - the weak, the sickly, the 
mediocre. I can certainly attest to his 
statement that the two greatest 
stupefiers of the Western World has 
been alcohol and Christianity. I feel 
if any people gives up the religion of 
its own creation (blood),  to take up the 
religion of another alien people, it sur
renders its independence and to a con
siderable extent its identity. In my eyes 
there is nothing more despicable and 
repugnant than a traitor to his or her 
own people. 

I could go on endlessly, but I'm 
quite sure the bleeding hearts who 
might read this have pen in hand 
ready to destroy fact with fantasy. 

I must say that the exceptional man 
can make his richest contributions to 
his race only by going as far as he has 
it in him to go, even though no one 
else goes with him; no one can strug
gle to be true until he is aware of 
something within himself that he 
must be true to. 

What I can offer your endeavor is 
not the Fed's counterfeit money, since 
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On the Lighter Side .... 

Ridicule is frequently employed with more power and 
success than severity. -HORACE 

Heavenly Humor 
Poem 

King David and King Solomon 
Led merry, merry lives, 

With many, many lady friends 

And many, many wives. 

But when old age crept up on them 
With many, many qualms, 

King Solomon wrote the Proverbs 

And King David wrote the Psalms. 

(If you can believe the Jewish script writers. Old Sol, one 
of God's favorite Hebes, ran the world's biggest whorehouse 
and personally serviced all (count 'em, a thousand!) of his 

concubines. This Jew sex maniac would hardly have any time 
or energy left to write anything. 

Racial Ribaldry 
There is a romantic legend of how a small lake in Wiscon

sin received its Indian name. It seems that a young Indian 
brave was very much in love with an Indian maiden of another 
tribe and who lived on the other side of the lake. Each night 
they would call out to each other across the waters with ar
dent professions of their love. 

One night when the moon was high, the young brave could 
stand it no longer. He decided to go to his love. He plunged 
into the cold waters, but since he couldn't swim a stroke, he 
drowned a few yards from the shore. 

In honor of this tragic love story, the lake ever after has 
been named for the Indian brave who drowned in its chilly 
waters. It is called Lake Stupid. 

Daffynition 
Sickness: A National Holiday in honor of 

Martin Lucifer Koon. Sick! Sick! Sick! 
----------· -. - ---

I have none, but something of 
supreme value. 

If Fate, or perhaps the Makakala 
(Eternal Destroyer) does not remove 
me from this world before I'm able to 
fulfill my Sadhana, I know myself and 
others who are willing to make Temu
jin's journey through life worth 
another  at tempt .  In closi n g ,  
remember, "For every revolution 
there's a vision." 

Dear Pontifex: 

A Nordic in Time, 

Washington 

No one has had the nerve to tell the 
Americans just why the business peo
ple are apparently leaving this coun
try, so I will. 

The business people have been 
harassed by the bureaucrats telling 
them what color they should hire. It 
didn't m ake any difference whether 
they were qualified for the position or 
not and what they were saying, 

was, "You hire them, and if  someone 
else has to do their work, O.K. ,  you 
just pay them."  

The business people saw their 
business being destroyed and moved 
to a country where they had all one 
color which didn't have a racial pro
blem. If I were a business person, that 
is what I would do. 

We should not blame the business 
people for making their exodus. If you 
had a Justice Department telling you 
that you had to hire so many of this 
and that wouldn't you leave? The 
business people do not want to make 
a fuss about this, which I understand, 
if they used just a little bit of free 
speech, they would be harassed as we 
have seen it happen to others. 

When you have two or three dif
ferent races, then you h ave a conflict 
of personality due to color and racial 
customs. 

If there is a black and a White, then 
one will think they should be doing 

(Continued on Page 9) 
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PHILOSOPHY AND 

ORGANIZATION 
By Adolf Hitler 

(This greatest of all White leaders 

wrote this chapter of Mein Kampf 

while in Landsberg prison in 1924. 

Although written nearly 60 years ago, 

the sage advice given is timeless, and 

is as applicable to the building of our 

CREATIVITY movement to-day as it 

was in the building of the National 

Socialist movement in the twenties. 

For our purposes, the word "folkish" 

can be read as meaning racial. 

Editor.) 

• • • • • 

The folkish state, a general picture 
of which I have attempted to draw in 
broad outlines, will not be realized by 
the mere knowledge of what is 
necessary to this state . It is not 
enough to know how a folkish state 
should look. Far more important is 
the program for its creation. We may 
not expect the present parties, which 
after all are primarily beneficiaries of 
the present state, to arrive of their 
own accord at a change of orientation 
and of their own free will to modify 
their present attitude. What makes 
this all the more impossible is that 
their real leading elements are always 
Jews and only Jews. And the develop
ment we are going through today, if 
continued unobstructed, would fulfill 
the Jewish prophecy - the Jew would 
really devour the peoples of the earth, 
would become their master. 

Thus, confronting the millions of 
German "bourgeois" and "pro
letarians," who for the most part, 
from cowardice coupled with stupidi
ty, trot toward their ruin, he pursues 
his way inexorably, in the highest con
sciousness of his future goal. A party 
which is led by him can, therefore, 
stand for no other interests beside his 
interests; and with the concerns of 
Aryan nations, these have nothing in 
common. 

And so, if we wish to transform the 
ideal image of a folkish state into 

practical reality , we must, independent 
of the powers that have thus far rul
ed public life, seek a new force that 
is willing and able to take up the strug
gle for such an idea . For it will take 
a struggle, in view of the fact that the 
first task is not creation of a folkish 
state conception , but above all 
elimination of the existing Jewish one. 
As so frequently in history, the main 

difficulty lies, not in the form of the 
new state of things, but in making 
place for it. Prejudices and interests 
unite in a solid phalanx and attempt 
with all possible means to prevent the 
victory of an idea that is displeasing 
to them or that menaces the m .  

And s o ,  unfortunately, the fighter 
for such a new idea, important as it 

may be to put positive emphasis on 
it, is forced to carry through first of 
all the negative part of the fight, that 
part which should lead to the elimina
tion of the present state of affairs .  

A young doctrine o f  great and new 
fund a m ental  s ignif icance will , 
displeasing as this may be to the in
dividual , be forced to employ as its 
first weapon the probe of criticism in 
all its sharpness. 

It indicates a lack of deep insight in
to historical developments when to
day people who call themselves 
folkish make a great point of assur
ing us over and over that they do not 
plan to engage in ne gative 

criticism, but only in constructive 

work; this absurd childish stammer
ing is "folkish" in the worst sense and 
shows how little trace the history even 
of their own times has left in these 
minds. Marxism also had a goal, and 
it, too, has a constructive activity 

(even if it is only to erect a despotism 
of international world Jewish finance); 
but previously, nevertheless, it prac

ticed criticism for seventy years, 

annihilating, disintegrating criticism 
and again criticism ,  which continued 
until the old state was undermined by 
this persistent corrosive acid and 
brought to collapse . Only then did its 
actual "construction" begin. And that 
was self-evident, correct and logical .  
An existing condition is not eliminated 
just by emphasizing and arguing for 
a future one . For it is not to be 
presumed that the adherents, let 
alone the beneficiaries of the condi
tion now existing , could all be con
verted and won over to the new one 
merely by demonstrating its necessi
ty. On the contrary, it is only too 
possible that in this case two condi
tions will remain in existence side by 
s i d e ,  and that  the so-ca l led  
philosophy will become a party, 

unable to raise itself above its limita
tions. For the philosophy is intolerant; 
it cannot content itself with the role 
of one "party beside others ," but im
periously demands, not only its own 
exclusive and unlimited recognition, 
but the complete transformation of all 
public life in accordance with its 
views. It can, therefore, not tolerate 
the simultaneous continuance of a 
body represtenting the former 
condition . 

This is equally true of religions . 
Christianity could not content itself 

with building up its own altar ; it was 
absolutely forced to undertake the 
destruction of the heathen altars. On
ly from this fanatical intolerance could 
its apodictic faith take form; this in
tolerance is, in fact, its absolute 
presupposition . 

The objection may very well be rais-

ed that such phenomena in world 
history arise for the most part from 
specifically Jewish modes of thought, 
in fact, that this type of intolerance 
and fanaticism positively embodies 
the Jewish nature. This may be a 
thousand times true; we may deeply 
regret this fact and establish with 
justifiable loathing that its appearance 
in the history of mankind is something 
that was previously alien to history -
yet this does not alter the fact that this 
condition lswith us today. The men 
who want to redeem our German peo
ple from its present condition have no 
need to worry their heads thinking 
how lovely it would be if this and that 
did not exist; they must try to ascer
tain how the given condition can be 
eliminated. 

A philosophy filled with infernal in
tolerance will only be broken by a new 
idea, driven forward by the same 
spirit, championed by the same 
mighty will, and at the same time 
pure and absolutely genuine in itself. 

The individual may establish with 
pain today that with the appearance 
of Chistianity the first spiritual terror 
entered into the far freer ancient 
world, but he will not be able to con
test the fact that since then the world 
has been afflicted and dominated by 
this coercion, and that coercion is 
broken only by coercion, and terror 
only by terror. Only then can a new 
state of affairs be constructively 
created. 

Political parties are Inclined to 

compromises; philosophies 

never. Political parties even 

reckon with oppo n e nts; 

philosophies proclaim their 

Infallibility. 

Political parties, too, almost always 
have the original purpose of attaining 
exclusive despotic domination; a 
slight impulse toward a philosophy is 
almost always inherent in them . Yet 
the very narrowness of their program 
robs them of the heroism which a 
philosophy demands. The conciliatory 
nature of their will attracts small and 
weakly spirits with which no crusades 
can be fought. And so, for the most 
part, they soon bog down in their own 
pitiful pettiness: They abandon the 
struggle for a philosophy and attempt 
instead, by so-called "positive col

laboration," to conquer as quickly 
as possible a little place at the feeding 
trough of existing institutions and to 
keep it as long as possible. That is 
their entire endeavor . And if they 
should be pushed away from the 
general feeding crib by a somewhat 
brutal competing boarder , their 
thoughts and actions are directed 
solely, whether by force or trickery, 
toward pushing their way back to the 
front of the hungry herd and finally,  
even at the cost of their holy convic
tion, toward refreshing themselves at 
the beloved swill pail . Jackals of 
politics! 

Since a philosophy of life Is 

never willing to share with 

another, it cannot be willing either 
to collaborate in an existing regime 
which it condemns, but feels obligated 
to combat this regime and the whole 
hostile world of ideas with all possi-

ble means; that is, to prepare its 
downfall . 

This purely destructive fight - the 
danger of which is at once recogniz
ed by all others and which conse
quently encounters general resistance 
- as well as the positive struggle, at
tacking to make way for its own world 
of ideas, requires determined fighters. 
And so a philosophy will lead its idea 
to victory only if it unites the most 
courageous and energetic elements of 
its epoch and people in its ranks, and 
puts them into the solid forms of a 
f ight ing organization.  For this ,  
however, taking these elements into 
consideration, it must pick out certain 
ideas from its general world picture 
and clad them in a form which, in its 
precise, slogan-like brevity, seems 
suited to serve as a creed for a new 
community of men. While the pro
gram of a solely political party pro
gram of a phUosophy is the formula
tion of a declaration of war against the 
existing order, against a definite state 
of affairs; in short, against an existing 
view of life in general. 

It is not necessary that every in
dividual fighting for this philosophy 
should obtain a full insight and precise 
knowledge of the ultimate ideas and 
thought processes of the leaders of the 
movement. What is necessary is that 
some few, really great ideas be made 
clear to him, and that the essential 
fundamental lines be burned inex
tinguishably into him, so that he is en
tirely permeated by the necessity of 
the victory of his movement and its 
doctrine. The individual soldier is not 
initiated into the thought processes of 
higher strategy either. He is, on the 
contrary, trained in rigid discipline 
and fanatical faith in the justice and 
power of his cause, and taught to 
stake his life for it without reservation; 
the same must occur with the in
dividual adherent of a movement of 
great scope, great future, and the 
greatest will .  

Useless as an army would be, 
whose individual soldiers were all 
generals, even if it were only by vir
tue of their educ ation and their in
sight, equally useless is a political 
movement , f ig ht ing for a 
philosophy, if it is only a reservoir 
of "bright" people. No, it also needs 
the primitive soldier, since otherwise 
an inner discipline is unobtainable . 

It lies in the nature of an organiza

tion that it can only exist if a broad 
mass, with a more emotional attitude, 
serves a high intellectual leadership. 
A company of two hundred men of 
equal intellectual ability would in the 
long run be harder to discipline than 
a company of a hundred and ninety 
intellectually less capable men and ten 
with higher education. 

Social Democracy in its day drew 
the greatest profit from this fact. It 
took members of the broad masses, 
discharged from military service 
where they had been trained in 
discipline, and drew them into its 
equally rigid party discipline. And its 
organization represented an army of 
officers and soldiers. The German 
manual worker became the soldier, 
the Jewish Intellectual the of

flcer;and the German trade-union of-



ficials can be regarded as the corps 
of non-commissioned officers. 

The t h i n g  w h i c h  our 
bourgeoisie always viewed with head
shaking, the fact that only the so
called uneducated masses belonged 
to the Marxist movement, was in 
reality the basis for its success. For 
while the bourgeois parties with their 
one-sided intellectualism constituted 
a worthless undisciplined band, the 
Marxists with their unintellectual 
human material formed an army of 
party soldiers, who obeyed their 
Jewish leader as blindly as formerly 
their German officer. The German 
bourgeoisie, which as a matter of 
principle never concerned itself with 
psychological problems because it 
stood so high above them, found it, 
here too, unnecessary to reflect, and 
recognize the deeper meaning, as well 
as the secret danger, of this fact. They 
thought, on the contrary, that a 
political movement formed only from 
the circles of the "intelligensia ," is for 
this very reason more valuable and 
possesses a greater claim ,  in fact a 
greater likelihood, of taking over the 
government than the uneducated 
masses. They never understood 

that the strength of a political 

party lies by no means In the 

greatest possible Independent 

Intellect of t h e  I n d ividual 

members, but rather In the 

disciplined obedience with 

which Its members follow the In

tellectual leadership. The decisive 
factor is the lead.ership itself. If two 
bodies of troops battle each other, the 
one to conquer will not be the one in 
which every individual has received 
the highest strategic training, but 
that one which has the most 
superior leadership and at the same 
time the most disciplined, blindly obe
dient, best-drilled troop. 

This is the basic insight which we 
must constantly bear in mind in ex
amining the possibility of transform
ing a philosophy into action . 

And so,  in order to carry a 
philosophy to victory, we must 
transform it into a fighting movement, 
logically the program of the move
ment must take into consideration the 
human material that stands at its 
disposal . As i m m utable as the 
ultimate aims and the leading ideas 
must be, with equal wisdom and 
psyc hological s o u n d ness t h e  
recruiting program must b e  adapted 
to the minds of those without whose 
aid the most beautiful idea would re
main eternally an idea.  

If the folldsh Idea wants to ar

rive at a clear success from the 

unclear will of today, it must pick 

out from the broad world of Its 

Ideas certain guiding principles, 

suited In their essence anci con

tent to binding a broad mass of 

men, that mass which alone 

guarantees the struggle for this 

idea as laid down In our 

philosophy. 

Therefore, the program of the new 
movement was summed up in a few 
guiding principles, twenty-five in 
all. They were devised to give, 
primarily to the man of the people, a 
rough picture of the movement's 

aims. They are in a sense a political 

creed, which on the one hand 
recruits for the movement and on the 
other is suited to unite and weld 
together by a commonly recognized 
obligation those who have been 
recruited. 

Here the following insight must 
never leave us: Since the so-called 
program of the movement is ab
solutely correct in its ultimate aims, 
but in its formulation had to take 
psychological forces into account, in 
the course of time the conviction may 
well arise that in individual instances 
certain of the guiding principles ought 
perhaps to be framed differently, given 
a better formulation. Every attempt to 
do this, however, usually works out 
catastrophically. For in this way 
something which should be un
shakable is submitted to discussion, 
which, as soon as a single point is 
deprived of its dogmatic, creedlike for
mulation, will not automatically yield 
a new, better, and above all unified, 
formulation, but will far sooner lead 
to endless debates and a general con
fusion. In such a case, it always re
mains to be considered which is bet
ter: a new, happier formulation which 
causes an argument within the 
movement, or a form which at the 
moment may not be the very best, but 
which represents a solid, unshakable, 
inwardly unified organism.  And any 
examination will show that the latter 
is preferable. For, since in changes it 
is always merely the outward formula
tion that is involved, such corrections 
will again seem possible or desirable. 
Finally, In view of the superficial 

character of men, there Is the 

great danger that they will see 

the essential task of a movement 

in this purely outward formula

tion of a program. Then the will and 
the power to fight for an idea recede, 
and the activity which should turn 
outward will wear itself out in inner 
programmatic squabbles. 

With a doctrine that is really sound 
in its broad outlines, it is less harm
ful to retain a formulation, even if it 
should not entirely correspond to 
reality, than by improving it to expose 
what hitherto seemed a granite prin
ciple of the movement to general 
discussion with all its evil conse
quences. Above all, it is impossible as 
long as a movement is still fighting for 
victory. For how shall we fill people 
with blind faith in the correctness of 
a doctrine, if we ourselves spread 
uncertainty and doubt by constant 
changes in its outward structure? 

The truth is that the most essential 
substance must never be sought in the 
outward formulation, but only and 
always in the inner sense. This is im
mutable; and in the interest of this im
mutable inner sense, we can only wish 
that the movement preserve the 
necessary strength to fight for it by 
avoiding all actions that splinter and 
create uncertainty. 

Here, too, we can learn by the ex
ample of the Catholic Churc h .  
Though its doctrinal edifice, a n d  i n  
part quite superfluously, comes in col
lision with exact science and research, 
it is none the less unwilling to sacrifice 
so much as one little syllable of its 
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dogmas . I t  has recognized quite cor
rectly that its power of resistance does 
not lie in its lesser or greater adapta
tion to the scientific findings of the 
moment, which in reality are always 
fluctuating, but rather in rigidly 
holding to dogmas once established, 
for it is only such dogmas which lend 
to the whole body the character of a 
faith . And so today it stands more 
firmly than ever. It can be prophesied 
that in exactly the same measure in 
which appearances evade us, it will 
gain more and more blind support as 
a static pole amid the flight of 
appearances. 

And so, anyone who really and 
seriously desires the victory of a 
folkish philosophy must not only 
recognize that, for the achievement of 
such a success in the first place, only 
a movement capable of struggle is 
suitable, but that, in the second place, 
such a movement itself will stand firm 
only if based on unshakable certain
ty and firmness in its program. It must 

If you are under 65, you 
need The Church of the 
Creator more than I. 

If you are over 65, you can 
help build a better future for 
your children and grand
children by remembering 
The Church of the Creator in 
your Will! 

Where There's 
a Will, Th ere's 
No Argument! 
not run the risk of making concessions 
in its formulation to the momentary 
spirit of the times,  but must retain 
forever a form that has once been 
found favorable, in any case until 
crowned by victory. Before that, any 

attempt to bring about arguments as 
to the expediency of this or that point 
in the program splinters the solidity 
and the fighting force of the move
ment, proportionately as its adherents 
participate in such an inner discus
sion. This does not mean that an "im
provement" carrried out today might 
not tomorrow be subjected to renew
ed critical tests, only to find a better 
substitute the day after tomorrow. 
Once you tear down barriers in this 
connection, you open a road, the 
beginning of which is known, but 
whose end is lost in the infinite. 

This important realization had to be 
applied i n  the young National  
Socialist movement. The National 

Socialist German Workers' Par

ty obtained with Its program of 

twenty-five theses a foundation 

which must remain unshakable. 

The task of the present and future 
members of our movement must not 
consist in a critical revision of these 
theses, but rather in being bound by 
them . For otherwise the next genera
tion in turn could, with the same right, 

squander its strength on such purely 
formal work within the party, instead 
of recruiting new adherents and 
thereby new forces for the movement. 

For the great number of the 
adherents, the essence of our move
ment will consist less In the letter of 
our theses than in the meaning which 
we are able to give them.  

I t  was t o  these realizations that 

the young movement owed Its 

name; the program was later 

framed according to them and, 

furthermore, the manner of their 

dissemination Is based on them. 

In order to help the folklsh Ideas 

to victory, a party of the people 

had to be created, a party which 

consists not only of intellectual 

leaders, but also of manual 

workers! 

Any attempt to realize folklsh 

ideas without such a militant 

organization would today, just as 

In the past and In the eternal 

future, remain without success. 

And so the movement has not only the 
right, but also the duty,of regarding 
itself as a pioneer and representative 
of these ideas. To the same degree as 
the basic ideas of the National 
Socialist movement are folklsh, the 
folklsh ideas are National 

Socialist. And if  National Socialism 
wants to conquer, it must uncondi
tionally and exclusively espouse this 
truth. Here, too, It has not only the 
right, but also the duty, of sharply 
emphasizing the fact that any attempt 
to put forward the folkish idea outside 
the framework of the National 
Socialist German Workers'Party is 
impossible, and in most cases based 
on a positive swindle. 

If today anyone reproaches the 
movement for acting as if the folkish 
idea were their monopoly, there is but 
one answer: 

Not only a monopoly, but a 

working monopoly. 

For what previously existed under 
this concept was not suited to in
fluence the destiny of our people even 
in the slightest, since all these ideas 
lacked a clear and coherent formula
tion. For the most part there were 
slngle,disconnected ideas of greater 
or lesser soundness, not seldom stan
ding in mutual contradiction, in no 
case having any inner tie between 
them.  And even had such a tie been 
present, in its weakness it would never 
have sufficed to orientate and build a 
movement on.  

Only the National Socialist 

movement accomplished this. 

If today all sorts of clubs and 
clublets, groups and grouplets, and, 
if you will, "big parties" lay claim to 
the word "folkish," this in itself is a 
consequence of the influence of the 
National Socialist movement. 

Without Its work, it would never 

have occurred to all  these 

organizations even to pronounce 

the word "folklsh." This word would 
have meant nothing to them, and 

(Continued on Page 8) 
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especially their leading minds would 
have stood in no relation of any sort 
to this concept. Only the work of the 
NSDAP for the first time made this 
concept a word full of content, which 
is now taken up by every conceivable 
kind of people; above all, in its own 
successful campaigning activity, it 
showed and demonstrated the force 
of these folkish ideas, so that mere 
desire to get ahead forces the others, 
ostensibly at least, to desire similar 
ends. 

Just  as h i t h erto t h ey used 
everything for their petty election 
specu lation, the folkish concept has 
today remained for them only an ex
ternal empty slogan with which they 
attempt to counterbalance, among 
their own members, the attractive 
force of the National Socialist move
ment. For it is only concern for their 
own existence as well as fear of the 
rise of our new philosophy-borne 
movement, whose universal impor
tance as well as its dangerous ex
clusiveness they sense, that puts into 
their mouth words which eight years 
ago they did not know, seven ye<� :·c, 
ago ridiculed, six years ago brand.·d 
as absurd, five years ago comb;w· d .  
four years ago hated, three years ago 
persecuted, only at length to annex 
them two years ago, and, combined 
with the rest of their vocabulary, to 
use them as a battle-cry in the fight. 

And even today we must point out 
again and again that all these parties 
lack the slightest idea of what the 

German people neede. The most 
striking proof of this is the superficiali
ty with which they mouth the word 
'folkish."  

And no less dangerous are all those 
who horse around pretending to be 
folkish , forge fantastic plans, for the 
most part based on nothing but some 
idee fixe, which in itself might be 
sound, but in its isolation remains 
none the less without any importance 
for the formation of a great unified 
fighting community, and in no case is 
suited to building one. These people, 
who partly from their own thinking,  
partly from what they have read, brew 
up a program ,  are frequently more 
dangerous than the open enemies of 
the folkish idea. In the best case they 
are sterile theoreticians, but for the 
most part disastrous braggarts , and 
not seldom they believe that with flow
ing beards and primeval Teutonic 
gestures they can mask the intellec
tual and mental hollowness of their 
activities and abilities. 

In contrast to all these useless at
tempts, it is therefore good if we recall 
to mind the time in which the young 
National Socialist movement began 
its struggle. 

For an analysis as to how 
this pertains to our own 
movement, CREATIVITY, 
see page 1 2  of ths iss ue. 

ANALYSIS 

(Continued from Page 12) 

Kampf, Adolf Hitler says about the 
"intelligensia" : "They never 

understood that the strength of a 
political party lies by no means in the 
greatest possible intellect of the in
dividual member, but rather in the 
disciplined obedience with which its 
members fol low the intellectual 
leadership." 

What applies to a political move
ment also, of course, applies to our 
own religious movement, and in 
genera l ,  to any movement.  The 
essence of it is this : (a) a powerful 
creed, (b) dedicated and disciplined 
followers, and (c) the quality of its 
leadership. 

We, of the CHURCH OF THE 
CREATOR, are now at the founding 
stage of a great world movement, in 
fact, for the White Race the greatest, 
the most beneficent movement in its 
history. We have come a long way, 
but still have the most strenuous bat
tles ahead of us. As I pointed out in 
"Our Greatest Need" (R. L. , October 
1983), we have a full blown creed and 
program that is comprehensive, 
meaningful and complete; we have 
our "Bibles" ,something Cristianity 
took 300 years to achieve; we have a 
World Center , our geographic home; 
we have a periodical ,  "RACIAL 
LOYALTY". We have an auspicious 
beginning and we are off and running. 

What we do not have yet, is the 
great leader - the "Great Promoter" 
- that I am searching for. I am look
ing for a leader and promoter of a 
caliber no less than Adolf Hitler 
himself . In fact, I am looking for some 
one that is even more qualified than 
Adolf Hitler himself . I am looking for 
a young man in his early thirties, 
blond and athletic , handsome and 
charismatic, and filled with zeal and 
energy, one who is dedicated to the 
cause and fears no obstacles. We want 
the impassioned orator and great 
leader, and we will find him.  

Personally, at  65,  I am not that man 
and probably never was. One of the 
strongest characteristics that I can 
claim is that calmly and in a detach
ed manner, I can assess my own 
limitations as well as my abilities, and 
do so fairly accurately. 

On the negative side, I am not, and 
never was, a showman, a "ham" , an 
actor, or a crowd pleaser . Whereas I 
have engaged in politics, at one time 
was head of the Florida Independent 
Party and was even elected to the 
Florida State Legislature, I was never 
comfortable in the milieu. Although 
I have spoken at many po litical 
rallies, I was never the great orator, 
only fair. I have never enjoyed leading 
a crowd. 

On the positive side, I am what I 
am, and that is a writer and a ra
tionalist philosopher. I have an ex
tremely fertile imagination that can 
creatively formulate those ideas that 
need impels to come forth. At the 
same time, I retain a firm grasp on 
reality and try to keep my feet on the 

ground. 
But probably my strongest asset is 

the somewhat unusual experiences 
Destiny has thrown in my life's 
pathway, starting with my birth in the 
middle of the Russian Revolution.  
Having lived in four countries and 
been a citizen of three, I have 
developed a broad sense of the con
tinuity of history, of the plight of the 
White Race as a whole, without the 
narrow disadvantage of being tied to 
any one particular nationality. It is 
perhaps this broad experience cutting 
across "national" boundaries that has 
given me the "racial" feel and has im
pelled me to create a comprehensive 
racial religion for the White Race. 
Whatever it is, Destiny has seen fit to 
tap me on the shoulder to create, once 
and for all, a meaningful, comprehen
sive religion for the White Race and 
the White Race alone. We are now in 
possession of a racial religion whose 
ramifications can and will rebound to 
the tremendous benefit of th White 
Race for the next million years. 

That part is done. The Creation of 
a racial religion for the salvation and 
redemption of the White Race Is now 
an accomplished fact. CREATIVITY 
is the answer and it is here to stay. 

It is now our beholden task to find 
the Great Promoter. I feel certain that 
there are at least ten thousand young 
White men in their early thirties, or 
younger, living right here in the 
United States that (at least potential
ly) have the stuff of which great 
leaders are made. It is our task to con
tact them , to find them, to search 
them out. This we will do with your 
help. By 1 990 (should I live that long) 
I want to step down and have that fully 
qualified leader take over the reins in 
ful l .  But we want to locate him , 
thoroughly train and orient him long 
before that. 

Here is how we'll  do it. 

1 .  We must first of all realize that 
although badly debauched, the White 
Race still has a tremendous reservoir 
of intelligence, talent and creativity in 
its membership. I venture to say that 
there are at least ten thousand young 
men, at the age of 30 or thereabouts 
in America today that have the I . Q . ,  
the memory, the energy, the in
telligence, the oratorical potential that 
Adolf Hitler possessed. They are 
there. It is up to us to find at least one 
in the next few years, and find him we 
will . The problem is making contacts. 
They have not heard of us, and we 

have not heard of them. We must find 
them , and develop their slumbering 
potential.  

2 .  In order to find each other we 
must expand our publicity and sphere 
of influence. There are several ways 
to do so and the most urgent at this 
time is to expand the circulation of our 
periodical, RACIAL LOYALTY. We 
must not only urge our members to 
recruit more subscribers, but each 

. member must also make mass 
distribution of the paper. It is the most 
inexpensive way to contact new poten
tial supporters and subscribers . 

3 .  We will also use a number of 
other publicity and advertising promo
tions that are available to us. We have 

a number of such promotions plann
ed and will put them into operation as 
soon as time and money allow. 

4.  We must make the "Search for 
the Great Promoter", an ongoing pro
gram that is at the forefront of every 
member, subscriber and supporter, 
until it becomes a virtual reality. 

5. The critical period is the next 3 
or 4 years. After that our "School for 
Creative Boys" will supply us with an 
unlimited reservoir of leadership, not 
only for the top post, but also in depth 
and for back up. The 1 990 to 2000 
decade is the critical one for which we 
must now work and prepare. After 
that, we will have a super abundance 
of talent in all categories, and the 
White Race will be on its way to 
greatness,the era of the Superman.  

So let  us get busy. Let us dedicate 
ourselves to the task at hand and em
bark on the GREAT SEARCH . He is 
out there. We must find him! @) 

Our Genes are 
our most prec
ious treasure -
Guardianship 
of our White 
Gene pool is 
our highest re
sponsibilty! 

------·--· 

SALUBRIOUS LIVING 
(Continued from Page 10) 

the right information that will sustain 
them in the coming struggle. 

Store up the necessary foods, sup
plies and tools of every nature, in 
order to live independently of the 
Jewish establishment. LIVE WHITE! 

Be proud of your heritage. Start 
looking into your own genealogical 
background. Learn your genetic 
background also . B e  proud of 
yourself, your immediate family and 
your forefathers. 

Choose entertainment that is uplif
ting and shareable . 

Be the best you can possible be in 
your particular occupation. Take 
pride in your craft. 

Reflect honesty in your dealings 
with other whites. 

Stand your ground in arguments 
with your enemies. 

In short, BE WHITE! 
My White Brothers and Sisters, 

come out of the world of sickness! 
Let us vow to start today, this very 

minute, not to be sick anymore. The 
only way to start, is not by trying to 
correct someone else's regimen, but 
to start and live your own . 

Rem e m ber,  you cannot  be 
something which you are not! 
Believe me, there is nothing wrong 
with being healthy. r./j) 
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what the other one is doing and the 
other one should be doing what they 
are doing. Now we see why the 
business cannot operate effectively if 
they cannot hire the best qualified 
people to run the business. 

I found this to be true when I was 
working, so this is from experience . 
If you correct one of them for a 
mistake they are making, then they 
accuse you of picking on them 
because of their color. No business 
needs that conflict between color. 

Ruby Godfrey 

Georgia 

Dear Pontifex Maximus: 

Thank you for responding to my 
previous letter. In your letter, you ask
ed about conditions here at Georgia 
State Prison . As you may already 
know, Georgia State Prison is  
classified as  No. 1 in the United 
States, concerning racially motivated 
violence. 

A couple of years ago, a nigger, 
(with the assistance of a Jewish at
torney) ,  fi led a lawsuit against 
Georgia, because niggers were not be
ing treated equal to the whites. Since 
that time, the U. S. Government has 
given a "lifetime" appointment to a 
Federal judge, to monitor prison con
ditions. Evidently, this judge's mother 
was a Jew, because all decisions for 
improvement here have been in favor 
of the "mud races", (Jews, niggers, 
Cubans and Mexicans) .  In  1 978, the 
prison population was 67o/ o  White, 
and 33o / o  mud races . Now the 
population stands at 36o I o White and 
64o/o mud races. It is understandable 
since the mud races are committing 
more crimes that the White Race, but 
the state of Georgia has 1 32 different 
installations for confining inmates . 
The state is flooding Reidsville's facili
ty with the niggers, so they won't have 
anymore trouble from the existing 
lawsuit. The present administration 
here at Reidsville, is made up of brain
washed individuals who have fallen 
and weakened from the barrage of to
day's Jewish propaganda . 

The present living condition here 
at Reidsville's Georgia State Prison, 
is a constant fight for survival .  The 
niggers, and the other mud races 
want to run the Whites into a corner 
and destroy them. Lately, the true 
laws of Nature have been existing 
here, more than you may imagine. 

Even though the niggers are trying 
to run us out, you can still see the fear 
in them, of the White Race. Many 
Whites have died, or been seriously in
jured in the last year,  here at 
Reidsville, but there has been more 
"Unity" of the whites, than ever 
before. 

Sir, I didn't write this letter just for 
you to publish.  I wrote it to let you see 
that Jewish propaganda even exists in 
today's prisons. Luckily, I will be get
ting out in March of 1 984 (5 months) .  
I hope to have the opportunity to  visit 

you in Otto, North Carolina, and also 
to draw from your knowledge, in order 
to make myself more qualified com
rade for our survival. Sir, today, is the 
time for a constructive effort to pro
long and preserve the White Race. 
Anytime later than today, will be too 
late! 

A Surviving White Comrade, 

Georgia 

Dear Pontifex: 

First, I'd like to thank you for your 
books as I subscribe to them 
other materials which you print. I 
believe you, sir! 

I'm sick to death of seeing my home 
state undermined, especially after 
viewing what has happened in Dade 
County, Miami, Florida which was 
once my hometown. 

My grandfather made millions in , 
the building construction field there 
during the 1 930's through the 1 960's, 
until his death; ironically in 1 964, the 
year integration blew that city wide 
open for mud races. Today, as his 
grandson, I'm only worth a few thou
sand dollars and can't even find work 
because of some ban on me; (I'm cer
tain perpetrated by somebody), as the 
niggers and spies seem to survive to
day pretty well and are catered to. A 
White man today is seemingly a 
minority to be made fun of and 
starved. 

Since I discovered your materials, , 
NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION 
and the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, my , 
eyes are open to this nation's traves
ty of racial suicide for the White man. 

I'm concerned, Mr. Klassen. I have 
two little girls; ages 5 and 7 and I don't 
want them destroyed. They weren't 
bred for race-mixing, but the law says 
the nigger, gook and spies can under
mine them for seduction. I can't han
dle it . . . .  my wife recently told me that 
her German heritage outweighs the 
Jews' scheme, but she is so . . . . .  brain
washed by Christianity, she's letting 
the politicians of the day make her 
decisions for her. Such as school 
bussing, turn the other cheek, be 
walked all over and other attitudes, 
until she seemingly doesn't care what 
the world does to her and her 
children.  

Currently,  I ' m  a real  estate 
salesman and I'm almost to be a 
graduated English teacher from the 
University of South Florida (which is 
also Jewish infested).  These modern 
textbooks are trash inspired by 
everything you're against. 

What can I do, sir, to represent you 
faithfully and loyally in this screwed 
up world and stil l  get your words 
across. yours truly, 

Claude Jones II I  

Florida 

Distribute 1 00 copies of 

Rac i a l  Loyalty each 

month and render a real 

service to the Wh ite 

R a c e .  
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Creativity School for Gifted Boys 

An Historic Beginning 
The CHURCH OF THE CREATOR is happy to announce 

that we have broken ground for our upcoming school for gifted 

boys. On October 14, the bulldozers started clearing and level

ing the site, and on October 25, the foundations were poured 

for the building itself. 
We believe this is a small, but historic beginning of plan

ting the seed and creating the nucleus of what will be a 

tremendously far-ranging program of education, orientation 

and enlightenment for the White Race. 
From this small beginning will, over the years, emerge a 

full-fledged program for the resurrection and redemption of 
not only our youth, but of the White Race as a whole. From 

this nucleus we hope will blossom forth a complete educa
tional system, kindergarten, elementary and high schools; 
technical and trade schools; and also centers of higher educa

tion such as colleges, universites and centers of scientific 
research. 

When we laid the foundation for our 2,460 square feet 

school in October, we also laid the foundation for a system 

that will bring forth the future leaders of the White Race. We 

are committed to bringing out the best that Nature has 

bestowed on her finest, and this school is only the beginning. 

Help support this great enterprise. You can do two things: 
(a) send financial contributions to help build our first school 
and (b) start looking for prospects for two week sessions for 
next summer. We need both. 

Spread the word. Do your part. Perhaps you could spon

sor some bright deserving boy, even though not of your own 

family. Think of how much time, energy and money you have 

squandered over your lifetime helping the Jewish establish

ment destroy the White Race. Do you want this to continue? 
If not, help build the Creativty School for Gifted Boys. Don't 

let our future generations become burned out zombies, or drug 

ravaged slaves of the Jews. 
There is a 200 yard foot path between the school and the 

church. We intend to make this path a thing of beauty and 

pride. For every Creator that contributes 1,000 dollars or 

more, we will plant a tree along the path with a plaque in 
their honor. Will you be the first? 

WHAT YOU ARE 

(Continued from Page 4) 

societies as proven by the USA, Great 
Britian, Germany, Australia, South 
Africa etc . So long as the RACE re
mains "pure" each person of the Race 
are K i n .  They h ave c o m m o n  
ancestors. But i f  the Races inter
mix/integrate then those Races in
tegrating lose their Racial genetic 
heritages, heritages and cultures and 
they will become extinct. The only 
way a Race can survive is by its peo
ple breeding PURE. ANY I NTEGRA
T I O N  B ETWEEN RACES 
DETERIORATES THE RACES AND 
T H E I R  S O C I ETI E S .  FOR A 
RACE / SO C I ETY / P E R S O N  TO 
REACH ITS POTENTIAL 
D E STI N Y , IT M U ST H AVE A 
RACIAL GENETIC HERITAG E ,  
HERITAGE AND CULTURE. 

To the question - what makes us 
what we are? We must accede to the 

Natural Laws of genetic truth that we 
are what we are due to our parents . 
Think carefully about this! For this is 
the key for our Race/society/in
dividual reaching their potential  
destiny. If we teach our children this 
all important genetic truth,  and train 
them to obey Natural Laws, to con
duct ones l ife in a manner that pro
vides the best potential for ones 
children to be, to carefully select the 
best mate that enhances the genetic 
heritage of the progeny, to carefully 
construct/  c h a n g e  the  environ
ment/society, mores, morality, etc . ,  
to enhance the raising of the next 
generation in the knowledge and use 
of Natural Laws, this care and 
discrimination will assure the fulfill
ment of NATURAL LAWS in the most 
astute and forthright manner which 
in turn leads to the fulfillment of the 
potential destiny - personal, societal 
and Racial.  

(Continued on Page 11) 
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Salubrious Living Section 

Spiritual, Mental 

and Physical Health 

are not to· be found 

in Hosp itals or in 

Temples of Super

stition. 

By Rev. Keith Williams 

If and when, you or I ,  pass a 
hospital and we g lance at this 
rnonolithic structure in awe, or we 
have the necessity to visit someone 
confined to one of these palaces of 
pain, do we not say to ourselves 
secretly, Gee, but I'm sure glad that 
I'm not sick! Or, maybe you had a 
perscription filled for a loved one and 
you feel compassion for the ones who 
are to take these nostrums. We mum
ble to ourselves or express to an 
aquaintance, "I'm so glad I'm not 
sick." Well, we all are guilty. Also, it 
seems that we all have, at one time 
or another, been on a sick bed. 

What a relief it is though to feel that 
we are not in need of any of the 
medical field's practice, or that we are 
not in need of the doctor's advice. You 
know, I get that feeling not only when 
I think of a hospital or doctor, but I 
feel the same way whenever l see a 
church,  or a clergy. l say, "Boy, am 
I glad I'm not like those people who 
call themselves C hristians ." Not on
ly that, but l am also glad to be on the 
road to better physical as well as men
tal health , more and more each day. 

l remember reading somewhere 
when I was a lot younger, that some
day the insane asylums would be fill
ed to capacity and overflowing. At the 
time it seemed to me to be an im
possibility. l couldn't comprehend a 
nation of mentally sick flocking to the 
mental institutions let alone on a self
imposed basis . 

Later, I began to contemplate the 
health of our nation, its people, and 
its leaders, especially the leaders I had 
revered in the nations capitol .  Then 
I searched the local levels for some 
semblance of sanity, l questioned the 
schools, the business leaders, the at
torneys' abilities, the medical profes
sion , ad nauseum, and you know 
what? It is next to impossible to find 
an island of health and sanity 
anywhere . 

Almost everyone seems complete
ly oblivious to the real world. I can 
understand it , if l am talking to so
meone who is not capable of com
prehending, or someone who has 
been institutionalized to the point that 
they have lost control of their reason
ing power. I can sympathize with 
them, if l am talking to a very young 
child, or one of the scum who have 
burned their brains out with some 
drug or alcohol . l surely, also, can ap
preciate the fact, that a stupid savage, 

or a creature of lesser stature than a 
White Man, wouldn't know anything 
of i mport . But it seems to me that 
there is an entire world out there that 
appears to be one big insane asylum 
with the inmates running the place . 

Now I don't mean the obvious kind 
of idiot , I'm not trying to conjure up 
in your mind a cretin who can't tie 
the laces of a shoe . I'm pointing to 
the average, run-of-the-mill White 
man or woman, boy or girl ,  who has 
had every opportunity to become 
learned, every opportunity to grab the 
brass ring of knowledge; the ones even 
who have been in and through the 
hallowed halls of ivy that dot the land
scape of the world; ones who have the 
blood of patriots, leaders and heroes 
running through their veins. And yet, 
invariably if you question these folks 
long enough, dig into their psyche far 
enough you will discover nothing but 
a m ass of m i s infor m at io n ,  of 
dependence, even interdependence, or 
a psychosis so bereft as to leave you 
wondering how such individuals even 
navigate. How do these derelicts 
operate in a complex world of com
puters and high technology, when 
they can't even come to grips with 
reality. 

Now, dear reader, please do not 
think that I am classing myself as 
anyone of the makeup of a genius, nor 
even a student of higher learning, or 
in fact, and more to the point, I 
haven't approached the level of many 
average thinkers and doers. The dic
tum, "If you're so smart , why aren't 
you rich?" still dogs me every day. No, 
I am just making a compar ison of 
what is happening today to the man 
on the street and what was the case 
during the Great Greek empire, the 
Classic Roman empire, the Mighty 
Egyptian empire, the Peruvian empire 
and the Romantic days of the 
Teutonic Knights, the blossoming of 
the European Reformation and the 
Early American Culture, as far as 
what is happening to the minds of in
dividuals without their even being 
aware that it is being undermined. 

If you should talk to a man (or a 
woman) ,  concerning the television 
"soaps" , they can and will respond. 
Ask them to expound on the sports 
page of the leading newspapers and 
periodicals and they can and will 
bewilder you with trivia. Question the 
average White man (or woman) as to 
who is having an abortion, who 
bought the last round of beer, what 
fish is biting, where? etc . ,  etc. they 
will probably amaze you with their in
sight and storehouse of information.  
But,  if you should then "get serious" 
enough to look into their eyes and 
raise the question of the Christian 
farce, or ask them what they really 
believe in ,  or stand for, explore their 
thinking concerning the Jewish con
spiracy, or drop the bombshell, the 
subject of RACE ,  their mouth will 
either slacken or get grim and their 

eyes will glaze . Moreover ,if you cou
ple these questions with eternal values 
they will either call you a favorite 
euphemism, stand mute, or walk 
away mumbling something about 
crack - p o t s ,  b i g o t s ,  racists  or 
extremists. 

You don't h ave to give this condi
tion another name,  j ust call it 
"sick" . Sick, when you don't care 
about your progeny, sick, when you 
only think of the next pay check, the 
next ballgame, the next McDonald's 
hamburger, the different versions of 
sex, the big, shiny car you covet, the 
promotion you are in line for, the trip 
which you are planning,to speculate 
on the reason Bert left Dinah or vice 
versa, or how many six packs you will 
consume tonight, etc . ,  etc. 

The mass of White people are sick 
and don't even realize it. They are be
ing suckered into extinction by a mess 
of potage that our forefathers would 
have gladly put out of their misery. 
The White Race is losing the one big 
battle of the ages. The average White 
Man is fiddling his life away, getting 
sicker and sicker , while the future 
burns down around his mortgaged 
ears . 

Where do we go when we realize 
that we are ill? Well, believe it or not, 
we seem to go to the very ones who 
m ade us sick in the first place . We go 
to the hospitals, which poison,  cut 
and burn us until we are nothing more 
than h u m an garbage . The be
spectacled doctors who feel our pulse 
and look into our mouth are ignorant 
of natural health ,  of dietary needs, or 
even a correct diagnosis of the con
dit io n ,  let  a l o n e  p reventative 
measures and exercise. They couldn't 
care less about the cause, as long as 
the sick are willing not only to be 
slaughtered, but will even buy the 
scalpel with which to do the dirty 
work . 

We begin to imagine that we are 
sick in the spirit. Who do we turn to? 
Naturally, just as sure as there are 
green apples , we consult the black 
robed seer, soothsayer and hob-goblin 
fancier, that has probably gotten his 
own life in such disarray that he can't 
tell Jesus from the tooth fairy and 
other myths from reality . The same 
one who doesn't perceive that there 
is a difference between black and 
white races as long as the collection 
plate is full each Saturday (or Sun
day); who chants over the pages of a 
book his own enemies wrote as a 
blueprint for his and our own downfall; 
who probably hasn't been married 
hi mself and never has fathered any 
children ( to speak of) ; who depends 
on the unreal dreams of scrambled 
minds for his daily bread. 

Also, we, of a more sober bent, lean 
over and look into the economic and 
governmental picture and what do we 
discover? We see the so-called leaders 
of this and other mighty nations and 
local precincts doing anything but 
governing and doing the chores that 
these paid law-makers are supposed 
to . They are too busy h i r ing 
secretaries who can't even type, hav
ing affairs with their pages, doling out 

the hard-earned sustenance of the na
tion to every despicable conglomera
tion of mongrels and m isfits that ever 
stood in a welfare line. These same 

The Essence of Life is 

Struggle. If you h a ve 

noth ing to struggle for, 

you have nothing to live 

for. 

same politicians are trading your seed 
corn for j ust a chance to travel 
abroad, or your high technology, just 
to appear on, "Face the Nation". Yes, 
the one who's picture appears every 
time that we turn on the news, tells 
us how so-and-so hasn't paid his in
come taxes , while he h imself dips in
to the public trough and votes himself 
a fat pension. The very one who never 
considers a laws merit on the basis of 
our race. This is a very sick man, ser
ving a sick society and both getting 
sicker and sicker . 

Please, dear White Racial Com
rade, don't bear the brunt of any more 
insanity. Here are a few pointers in the 
direction of health for Creators: 

Don't listen to another Jew tell 
another thing. 

Don't sell your goods and services 
to another race traitor. Don't go to 
another doctor or unless you have first 
studied, tried and lived Salubrious Liv
ing. Or, unless you need a broken 
bone mended or a precious, White 
baby born . 

Take no m4!dicine, unneeded X-
rays, vitamins or minerals in pill form. 

Take no shots for diseases. 
Exercise rather than vegetate. 
Do not depend upon psychiatric 

mumbo-jumbo. 
Do not will  any of your belongings 

to the enemy. 
Avoid legal entanglements, so that 

the Jew lawyers, with their Jew 
judges, can not try you with a Jew
programmed jury and incarcerate you 
in a filthy Jew jail .  

Don't vote in an election on any 
level, unless it concerns economics . 

Resist paying taxes of any kind. 
Read incessantly. Read the books 

of the CHURCH OF THE CREATOR 
and follow the CREATIVE CREDO'S 
set therein .  Seek out the best of the 
arts of our White culture. Read to your 
children so they will not be sickened 
by our mad rush to suicide. Read the 
WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and be filled 
with righteous indignation as to what 
is happening to our people. Read 
heroic, honorable stories of valor and 
motherhood lived by our ancestors . 
Read of the grandiose civilizations 
that rose up, which still leaves the 
world spell-bound. Seek out the great 
White authors of epics, poems, stories 
and essays. Get your mind on the 
right track. THINK WHITE! 

Ask others around you to join us, 
in praising our kith and kin. 

Become informed as to what is be
ing taught in the school systems and 
then, re-educate your children with 

(Continued on Page 8) 



A Friendly Word from Your Editor 

In publishing this paper we have a multitude of purposes in mind, 
but there are two that predominate: 

1. To inform and encourage our existing members and supporters 
to build the White Racial movement known as CREATIVITY, and, 

2. To act as an effective flyer for mass distibution to our White 
Racial Comrades who have never heard of us before. 

Of these two, we are placing major emphasis on the second ob
jective. This paper is designed basically for the purpose of aler
ting and recruiting new members to our cause. Whereas not every 
White Racial Comrade may at present be receptive to our cause, 
nevertheless there are millions out there who are receptive, who 
are fervently looking for a solution for which we have the answer 
- the real answer. There are millions out there who have never 
heard of CREATIVITY or of the WHITE MAN'S BIBLE. It is our 
beholden duty to reach those millions and the best way to do so 
is to distribute copies of Racial Loyalty. It is one of the most con
structive actions you can take. 
Order 100 copies of either this Novemb. issue, or any combination 
of our .five previous issues. Distribute it to your friends, your 
relatives, even your enemies if they are inclined to be receptive. 
Distribute it at shopping centers, colleges, airports, laundromats, 
even Christian Churches (!) You71 be doing your White Racial Com
rades the biggest favor of their life. Do it now. Order 100 copies 
for $15. 00 or 50 for $8. 50. 

Remember, the future of the White Race now hangs by a thread. 
If you don't take action, who will? A mere 10 million White Man 's 
Bibles in the hands of our White Racial Comrades would see us 
well on the road to victory, an extremely small price to pay in com
parison to the hundreds of billions the Jews lootfrom us every year. 
We have to get these first 10  million Bibles out, and the paper 

you now hold in your hands is the most effective vehicle with which 
to do the job. We can do it, and your sacrifice and dedica

tion are the keys to victory. Become a mini-distribution 

center for our White Man's Bible and for Racial Loyalty. 

WHAT YOU ARE 

(Continued from Page 9) 
To the question - Can we change 

what we are? NO! At the instant of 
conception our full total potential is 
formed and from that instant on, our 
future is in developing and using our 
parents and their society, and UP TO 
US - EACH INDIVIDUAL - to 
make the most of our own endowed 
potential .  Here again, the education 
- which is experience and environ
ment - of the individual is of prime 
importance. The right kind of educa
tion will "spark off' the individual and 
give him the incentive to make the 
most of his endowed potential and 
heritage - NO ONE CAN DO 
THIS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL. IT IS 
UP TO EACH I NDIVIDUAL TO 
DEVELOP AND USE HIS OWN 
POTENTIAL. 

To the question - What can we ex
pect of ourself and can we improve our 
lot? First, we must accept the truth of 
genetic law that we have been endow
ed with a certain potential ,  that we 
cannot increase that potential,  but we 

CUPID'S CORNER 
Alberta, Canada, farm family of 

German descent with four teenage 

daughters want friendship with 

farm or bee-keeper family with un

married son in the twenties. Please 

write to: FRIENDSHIP 1 8, P. 0 .  
Box 400, Otto, North Carolina, 

28763, U . S . A  . .  

can develop and fulfill it. I t  is rare in
dividual that fulfills their potential and 
heritage, most people do NOT fulfill 
their potential.  Happiness comes in 
the fulfi l lment of our potential . 
Unhappiness comes from trying to 
fulfill a potential that we want or think 
we have, but that we do not possess. 
If we learn as much about our poten
tial as we can, and then strive to fulfill 
that potential, we will be happy and 
contented and be a viable part of our 
society because we most nearly fulfill 
our destiny. We will be good citizens 
of our society, we will do our duty to 
the next generation, we will help our 
Races genetic heritage, heritage and 
culture. 

Why are you what you are? 
Because Nature's Laws make you 
what you are, because your parents 
more, or less, carried out their 
destiny, and because you did the best 
you could, or did not do your best, 
with your potential .  

Accept what you are. Make the 
most of what you have been endow
ed with . Always strive to do you best 
in w hatever environment you are in . 
Remember, you are responsible for 
the next generation of your society 
and Race. As you would have wanted 
your parents to be discriminating in 
their mating, so that you would have 
the best potential,  so too should you 
be discriminating in your mating, so 
that your progeny will be endowed 
with the best potential. 
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THE THREE B A SIC B OOKS 

NATUR E 'S ET ERNAL 
RELIGION 

by Ben Klassen, P. M .  
Published in 1 973 

508 Pages, 49 Chapters 

This book for the first time in 
history sets forth the fundamentals 
of a basic RACIAL RELIGION for 
the Survival, Expansion and Ad
vancement of the White Race. It is 
based on the Eternal Laws of 
Nature, the Experience of History, 
Logic, and Common Sense. 

It exposes the whole panorama 
of the dastardly worldwide Jewish 
conspiracy, aimed at the genocide 
and extermination of the White 
Race. It lists the Five Jewish books 
that have had devastating influence 
on the thinking and the course of 
the White Man's history. 

Best of all, it not only sounds the 
alarm, but blueprints a specific plan 
and program of how to extricate the 
White Race from its present 
predicament . It presents a 
EUGENICS program for the future 
of the White Race to uplift it to the 
glorious heights of the Superman 
and beyond. 

Single 
·
copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $8 .00 

Carton of 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $25 .00 
Carton of 32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $65.00 

THE WHITE 
MAN'S BIBLE 

451 Pages, 73 Chapters 

by Ben Klassen, P. M .  
Published i n  1 98 1  

This book expands a n d  extends 
the  Creed and Program of 
CREATIVITY and includes the 
following: 

• Goals for the World of the 
Future from the White Man's point 
of view. 

• Nine Chapters on Salubrious 
Living - how to regain super
health and keep it. 

" Restoring the White Man's con
trol over his own destiny - in 
religion, government, education 
and culture. 

• How to stop the racial pollution 
of America, and in fact, reverse the 
process. 

" This book establishes a Power-

SALUBRIOUS 
LIVING 

244 Pages, 22 Chapters 

Written by Arnold DeVries with 
Introduction and the last Chapter 
concerning, "Eugenics and Survival 
of the White Race," by Ben 
Klassen, P. M. 

Published in 1 982 

The p h rase a n d  the  idea,  
"Salubrious Living", was introduc
ed in The White Man's Bible. This 
third "Bible" of our Trilogy rounds 
off the basic creed of "A Sound 
Mind, in a Sound Body, in a Sound 
Society, in a Sound Environment," 
that is the heart of CREATIVITY. 

Single Copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5 .00 
Carton of 1 2  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $25.00 
Carton of 48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $90.00 

MATERIALS 
AVAILABLE FROM 

OUR WORLD CENTER 

1 .  Combination Package of The 
White Man's Bible, Nature's Eter
nal  Re l ig ion  a n d  S a l ubrious 
Living . . . $ 13.  
2. Creativity Buttons, 3 color, 2 1/2" 
dia . ,  4/ $ 1 .00. 
3. Copies of 16 page booklet, The 
Federal Reserve - The Mosi 
Gigantic Counterfeiting Ring in the 
World: 1 copy 50 cents, 10 copies 
$2.50, 25 copies $5. 00.  
4 .  Survival of  the White Racem 40 
minute L.P. record, narrated by 
Ben Klassen, P .M. , - 1 record 
$5.00, 6 for $ 1 5 .00.  
5. 50 copies of  RACIAL LOYALTY 
$8.50, 1 00 copies $ 1 5 .00. We can 
send whichever issue (June, July, 
August, or September) you desire. 
Please state which. 6. Our Declaration of Independence 
from Jewish Tyranny, 8 lJ2 x 1 1  on 
parchment-type paper, 1 0  copies 
$2, 1 00 copies $ 10. 
7. The White M an's Bible, 1 copy 
$8.00, 8 copies $25. 
8. Nature's Eternal Religion, 1 copy 
$8.00, 8 copies $25. 
9. Salubrious Living, 1 copy $5, 1 2  
copies $25.  

Order all Materials from: 

ful Religious Creed and Program C H URC H OF T H E  

for the Survival, Expansion and Ad- CREATOR 

vancement of the White Race . P. 0. Box 400 
• J t procla i m s  our F O U R  

Otto, North Carolina, 28763 
DIMENSIONAL PROGRAM. 

" It sums up the Total Program ,  I the Final Solution and the Ultimate 1 RACIAL LOYALTY 
Creed based on the Eternal Laws of 1 

Published by the World Center 
Nature . I of the Church of the Creator. 

Single Copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $8.00 
Carton of 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $25.00 

1 
I 

Carton of 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1 20.00 

I EDITOR - Ben Klassen, P. M .  

I P. 0. Box 400 l--Ott�, _ N .  -����63 �---l 
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AN ANALYSIS OF 

HITLER'S ADVICE 
HOW IT APPLIES TO 

THE CREATIVITY MOVEMENT. 

In Adolf Hitlers' brilliant disserta
tion on movements,  leadersh ip 
philosophy and religion there is so 
much valuable advice that applies to 
our own movement, CREATIVITY, 
that it almost seems he had us in 
mind when he wrote it .  

It behooves us to analyze and to 
summerize those areas that apply to 
our movement and highlight them 
further. We want to take a realistic 
look at how we can best profit from 
good advice and reap the utmost 
benefits. This is very much in line with 
a motto that hangs in our library, 
"Will it help promote Creativity?" Pro
perly utilized, I can assure you the 
great leaders' advice can and will be 
of tremendous value to us in practical 
application.  

There are certain aspects that I 
want to highlight as to how they 
materially concern our own move
ment, CREATIVITY: 

A. The need for Destructive 

Criticism In order to destroy the 

rotten Jewish social order that 

exists before a new and better 

order can be built. 

In our own movement.CREATIVI
TY, most . of our basic concepts are 
highly constructive, such as for exam
ple: A Sound Mind in a Sound Body 
in a Sound Society in a Sound En
vironment; or, Salubrious Living; or 
Eugenics and safeguarding our Gene 
Poo l ;  or Organic Gardening; or 
upgrading the level of our Art, Music 
and Literature; or giving special atten
tion to the geniuses in our midst 
and giving them an opportunity to 
develop their ful l  potential ; and/ or a 
dozen other constructive goals and 
programs, culminating finally into the 
overall objective of building a Whiter 
and Brighter World.  

In this respect I want to re
emphasize that a better world can not 
be built by proliferating more misfits, 
morons, and freeloaders upon a 
shrinking segment of producers. On 
the contrary a better world can only 
be built by producing a better grade 
of people, more competent and in
telligent, and only amongst our own 
White Racial Comrades can we find 
the seed bed for such a revolutionary, 
new and brighter world. 

Be that as It may, nevertheless the 
real world as it now exists, is con
stituted of an increasing horde of mud 
races, breeding, feeding and expan
ding largely at the expense of the 
more competent White Race, toward 

whom this avaricious horde is extremely 
hostile. Not only is the quality of life 
for the White Race rapidly going down 
hil l ,  but the quality of "humanity" 

even more so, and even among it the 
White Race itself. 

No matter what segment of our 
society we look into, it is rotten to the 
core. It is Jew infested and Jew con
trolled, and this miserable tribe of 
parasites is determined to utterly 
break down our society in every nook 
and cranny until it has destroyed the 
noble White Race itself. 

Hitler points out that in order to 
build a new structure, or any new 
system , it is first of all necessary to 
clear the ground, to clear the debris 
and make room for the new structure. 
This means the old order must first 

be destroyed and to do so you m ust 
attack! attack! attack! and totally 
demolish it. Christianity did so with 
a vengence when it was trying to 
establish itself. So did Moham
medanism. So did the Communist 
movement, and so have the Jews 
against all other peoples since the 
beginning of history. 

This is only natural and Nature 
herself condones this approach in the 
struggle between the species. Our ear
ly pioneering White forefathers did the 
same thing in building America from 
sea to shining sea. They either drove 
the Indians before them, or resettled 
them , or killed them off. Had they not 
done so the country would still be in
fested with depraved savages and the 
greatest country (past tense) in the 
world would never have been built. 

We CREATORS point with pride 
that this is the AMERICAN WAY 

and we CREATORS mean to pursue 
it in repopulating the entire Planet 
Earth with Nature's Finest . 

To recapitulate - in order to build 
a better world we have to demolish 
the present rotten ( Jewish) order . To 
accomplish this, we must properly 
identify our enemies. These are in 
short and in their respective order of 
menace: 

1 .  The Jewish establishment per se . 
2. The mud races, of which the nig

gers and the Mexicans are the most 
threatening in America. 

3. The Christian establishment as 
such, which has wreaked utter havoc 
in the minds of our race, and always 
sided with the Jews, the mud races 
and the scum of the world. 

In clearing the debris from the 
scene lest the bleeding hearts start 
screaming again,  let me repeat what 
we CREATORS have said over and 
over: We do not intend to kill anybody! 
It is our program to shrink the Jews 

and other mud races by ceasing to 
subsidize and feed them, and let them 
wither on the vine of their own 
incompetence. 

With the Christians it is a different 

matter . In the first place, most of our 
White Racial Comrades either are, or 
are loosely affil iated with the Chris
tian religion. That this is so is one of 
the major tragedies in the history of 
the White Race, but nevertheless it is 
a fact of life with which we and the en
tire White Race is confronted with , 
and we have to deal with it .  Further
more to add to the disaster, some of 
our most stalwart citizens either are, 
or hypocritically profess to be Chris
tians, because it is the excepted thing 
to do. 

As I have pointed out on numerous 
occasions before, Christianity has 
been, and still is, the most effective 
brain scrambler the Jews have con
cocted in the art of mind manipula
tion over the last two thousand years. 
It is a weapon we must demolish and 

smash from out of their hands. 

We must relentlessly expose this 
treacherous spookcraft and again 
straighten out the White Man's think
ing . When we do, we will also get the 
Jew off our back. Until and unless we 
do so, the Jew will retain a direct 
pipeline to the White Man's soul, his 
thinking, and his direction, a 
sinister situation indeed. 
One of the bright spots in this picture, 
however, is that Christianity is so ut
terly ridiculous when examined that 
it is easily exposed and demolished to 
any thinking person.  All we need to 
do is expound and expand CREATIVI
TY and Christianity will fall of its own 
lies and rotteness. 

So we must attack, attack and at
tack again,  and our best weapons are 
ridicule and exposing its Jewish 
origins. We will have no peace until 
Christianity is exposed, the Jew is off 
our back, and the White Man wrests 
control of his own destiny back into 
his own capable direction.  

In this respect, it is i mportant to 
point out that gung-ho, born again 
Christians are not our primary 
recruiting target at this time. In fact, 
along with Jews and niggers, they are 
at the bottom of our list of prospects . 
And for good reasons. Such people 
have had their minds so warped as if 
a knife had cut through their brains, 
and logic and reason and common 
sense does not reach them at all . So 
let us leave them alone and let them 
learn the hard way. I repeat, they are 
the least likely prospects and let us not 
waste our energies on them at this 
time. We will get to them later . 

Fortunately, among our White 
Racial Comrades there are many who 
have seen through the Jewish
Christianity hoax on their own and are 
looking for a more sane and realistic 
philosophy of life. Many others were 
never too interested or infected with 
Christianity in the first place and are 
also looking for a spiritual home that 
makes sense and they can believe in.  
These too are good prospects. Then 
there are millions of White Racial 
Comrades out there who instinctive
ly have racial concerns, who are 
aware of the world disaster that is im
pending and are looking for a solution . 
They too are excellent prospects. It is 
these millions that are prospective 
members and it is our beholden duty 

to find them and bring them into our 
organization . 

B. No Compromise: The Inflex

Ibility of Creed. 

On this subject, Hitler says the 
following: "Political parties are In

clined t o  c o m pro m i s e s ;  

phUoeophles never. PoUtlcal par

ties even reckon opponents; 

p h iloso phers proclaim t h eir 

Infallibility." 

I n  the twelve years since I first 
started expounding on a racial religion 
for the White Race and laid out the 
basis of such a religion in NATURE'S 
ETERNAL RELIGION, it has been my 
experience that most people would 
rather indulge in quibbling about 
some nit-picking triviality in the 
philosophy of Creativity than go out 
there and buck the wrath of the world 
in promoting it. 

This is unfortunate and a situation 
that must be corrected. In Creative 
Credo No. 73, the last Chapter of the 
WHITE MAN'S BIBLE, I set forth the 
numerous ways of "copping out," and 
this matter of arm-chair "discussion" 
about oft meaningless details of 
changing our creed, is one of the most 
frequent and useless . 

So let me explain It again. We 
are in a position similar to say, a car 
manufacturer. Let us say Chevrolet 
has come out with its latest model and 
is now ready to market it. Before it 
could reach this stage it had to go 
through much time, labor and ex
pense. First of al l ,  it spent years in 
creating the design and drawing up 
blueprints of that design. There soon 
came a time when they had to 
say:"This is it. The time has come to 
now freeze the design and start cut
ting the dies for production."  

Next, the dies are cut, at  an expense 
of hundreds of millions of dollars. Pro
duction lines are set up, marketing 
schedules are prepared. 

Finally, the car is in production and 
the sales program is launched. At this 
point, the head executives are no 
longer interested in bickering about 
nit-picking details about the curve of 
the fender or other minor details.  

At this stage, the dies are cut,  pro
duction is in full swing and the impor
tant thing is to merchandise the pro
duct or else the company will go 
broke. 

We, of the CHURCH OF THE 
CREATOR, are in the same position. 
We are no longer in the design stage. 
The dies have been cut and the pro

duction lines are in full swing. We are 

now In the promotion stage and 
it now behooves us to promote the 
hell out of our movement and get it 
off the ground. There is nothing more 
pointless or useless at this stage than 
those who would philosophize, be 
cozy arm-chair generals and indulge 
in re-vamping the design. Let me 
repeat, we now need promoters, 
distributors, organizers and doers. 
(See our Greatest Need - October 
1983 of R . L. ) .  

C. The Search for the Great 

Promoter. 

In Chapter 5, page 457, of Mein 

(Continued on Page 8) 
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